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The World s Leading Trade Fair for the Automotive Industry closed its door
Example of technical innovation 

Frankfurt Main, 19.09.2016, 16:08 Time

USPA NEWS - The World's Leading Trade Fair for the Automotive Industry closed its door. Automechanika Frankfurt 11.-15.09.16 is
the world´s leading trade fair for the automotive service industry and is unique with regard to product-range breadth and depth. The
fair is the shop window for innovations ... 

...in the automotive aftermarket across the entire value chain. As an international meeting place for all market participants from the
industry, dealership trade and maintenance and repair segment, it provides a major platform for business and technological
knowledge transfer. The Automechanika is one of the most successful trade fair brands of Messe Frankfurt. It is the meeting place for
the sector and renowned for third-country business. It presents the entire process chain in the automotive aftermarket, from point-of-
sale, via services, to recycling and waste disposal. The Automechanika spotlights innovations and solutions in the fields of parts,
systems, tuning, .. 

...workshop equipment, bodywork & paintwork, car wash, IT & Management and the latest automobile services. An example at the
exhibit picked out is an interview with Sales Director for European affairs Mrs. Hung-Yi, Li from RCE Reduce Carbon Energy Co. Ltd.
Taiwan. Talking about developing innovative technics Hung-Yi Li underlined that the Carbon reduction and environment friendly are
the central philosophies of RCE. 

“We are not strong enough to fight against the European or German Competitors. So, step by step, we are going into the European
market through Italy“�, she continued. Consequence is that RCE is now the Exclusive battery and charger supplier for Pagani from
2016 to 2018.
RCE has been dedicating to Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery. The batteries are based on A123 cells and able to ignite engines from
100cc to 6000cc. To achieve a better efficiency, all the mechanism, battery management system and mold are designed by RCE. 

With APP on iOS and Android platforms and database on the cloud you can have all detail information of the battery anytime.
The active battery management system ““ iBatt. Not only can apply to vehicle battery but also electrical cars or scooters, UPS and
battery exchange stations etc.in the future. Actively monitoring and real ““time alarm informing can reduce a massive battery
maintenance labor or time.
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